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...Last 6undayftwo federal marshals seized tne 

briefcase of an attorney who Ikas representing the Gainesville 
Eight after the attorney had already priced the metal detectors 
and was aboard the plane awaiting takeoff. Tne Gainesville Eight 
is a group of Veitnam Veterans Against the 1.r who are accused by 
the federal government of conspiring to distupt the hepablican 
eiational Convention in =Miami last August. de seoke with .eichael 
Oliver, a representative of the VVAW in Gainesville: 

Oliver: (voice') On Sunday at 5 ix8clock p.m. ":': T, 
Larry Turner andhis wife -- Larry is an attorney for the 
Gainseville Light and lives in Gainesville,Fla. -- He was sitting 
in the elane, he had passed through the ataikUaImmtrams metal 
detector. He was in the first class _ection or" ;!;astern Airlines 
Flight flight to Gainesville,Fla. He had a 1.ge briefcase with 
all his files concerning the Gainesville c se, the Gainesville 
conspiracy case in his possession. he aske the air li. e 
stewardess ifit Would be okay for him to c rry it between nis 
legs. jhe said no, she would strap it to an empty seat. And she 
saie don't worry about it until we start taxing and I'll take 
care of it. Approximately three or four minutes Iter ti:o people 
-- federal agents -- who were running the metal detector on the 
outside of the plane came on the plane, walked directly to Larry, 
and asked for the briefcase, saying that they would have to put 
it in the hold. Larryeglained to them that the stewardess was 
going to take care of it. They told him but was not going to 
be good enough, there were riot going to be any extra seats on the 
plane and they would have to take it. hit' out any other thoughts marry gave them, the briefcase. 

"v.hen the ;:lane was in flight, La ry eot up an:i looked 
around, and these extra seats, a number of extra seats, and he also 
saw at least three individuals in first cle1 se, three men :  ho had 

. 

briefcases of the approximate same size he had, either between 
their legs, on the floor or under the seat etc. And it was then that he finally realized that they wanted hie briefcase. When they arrived in Gainesville, he erewented the baggexcillanakxtazthxztwo xxtedxxaixbaggage cheek that the two federal agent: gave him, to 
the Eastern Airlines representative in Gainesville, and the 
represeneative told him that while all the rest of his bkzage 
arrived., hie briefcase was misplaced in flight. 	i believe that 
was his quote. And, we could do absolutely nothing about it, and 
Barry did not get his briefcase back until 2:15 p.m. EjT honday 
afternoon. And the air line has not exolained the misplacement 
or lose of the 	or anything like that. The fact is 
that the briefcase, eith all of his files . :rtaining to the 
Gainestrille conspiracy case was in the ha s of federal 
authorities for 21 hours. 

Annbuneer: Wae his briefcase, or the contents of it 
still intact, or were they disturbed in any way that he could tell? 

Oliver: ' Ile really couldn't, toll. It's a ITge briefcase, and there were numerous files in it, and being an attorney, he 
doesn't keen fileb in exact order, end so he could riot tell. He 
--there was nothing niseing. AW known that. There was nothing 
nissing; insofar as things beine; disturbed, he knows that. 	 

[nliver continued that the ,ight'e attornez's are 
i..reparin two :notions, one for an inve;Aigation to detine -ailtAder 
the briefcase incident was deliberate, and to dismiss all charges(' 
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